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Abstract— An autonomous robot has to sense its environ-
ment and prevent collision. Stereovision is a widely used
technology for distance calculation and collision prevention.
While a robot is moving, it has to detect an obstacle before
a collision. This results in a real-time constraint and it may
be adjusted by slowing down the motor. Since mobile robots
usually carry limited energy, energy conservation is crucial.
Stereovision requires substantial amounts of computation
and causes much energy consumption.

This paper presents a new approach for energy conserva-
tion for a mobile robot. We consider the energy consumed
by both the on-board processor and the motor. Our method
controls both the processor’s frequency and the motor’s
speed to reduce energy while preventing collision. We
formulate the problem as non-linear optimization and
demonstrate that more energy can be saved by adjusting
both the frequency and the speed simultaneously.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous mobile robots provide great potential
in transportation, entertainment, environment sensing,
search, rescue, reconnaissance, hazard detection, and
carpet cleaning [4], [5]. Mobile robots usually carry
limited energy, such as rechargeable batteries, so energy
conservation is crucial. Makimoto et al. [11] predicted
that robots would be a major challenge for future low-
power designs. A robot requires many different sensors
to detect the environment. Among all sensing technol-
ogy, stereovision is widely used for determining the dis-
tances of obstacles [8], [14], [20]. In a mobile robot, the
processor and the motor are two major energy consumers
[12]. Even though a display (including backlight) is a
major energy consumer in a laptop computer [9], most
robots do not carry such a display. In this paper, we
consider a robot with only one motor, but the method
can be generalized to multiple motors.

A robot is a real-time system. The processor has to
determine the distance of an obstacle before the robot
collides with the obstacle. The robot could stop during
distance calculation, but to conserve energy the robot
should be moving while performing this calculation.

Many studies have been conducted on energy conserva-
tion for real-time systems [7], [15], [22], [24]. Existing
studies assume that the deadlines are externally deter-
mined. For example, a video player has to provide 30
frames per second to prevent jitters. This 33 ms deadline
for each frame is given by human’s visual perception
and cannot be changed by the video player. In contrast,
in a mobile robot the deadline is not pre-determined
for vision. If the obstacle is static, the robot can slow
down or even stop to postpone the deadline before an
impending collision. Hence, the deadline is determined
by the interaction between the robot’s processor and its
motor. We believe this paper is the first study on energy
conservation in a real-time system whose deadlines can
be internally adjusted.

This paper presents a probabilistic approach for en-
ergy reduction in a mobile robot moving across an
environment with static (i.e. not moving) obstacles. The
robot uses stereovision to calculate the distance to each
obstacle. We assume that each obstacle represents a
pass/stop signal, and the minimum distance between
signals is a known constant. The robot must recognize
the actual distance to the signal before crossing the
minimum distance to avoid collision. The computation
cycles needed to calculate the distance follow a known
probability distribution. Our method controls both the
robot’s processor frequency (and voltage) and the mo-
tor’s speed to reduce the total energy consumption. Our
method can save up to 15% additional energy when
it is compared with existing solutions that adjust the
frequencies only and use constant motor’s speeds.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Probability-Based Voltage Scaling

Some studies have been conducted for dynamic volt-
age scaling (DVS) by considering the probability distri-
butions of tasks’ cycle demands. When the execution cy-
cles of different task instances follow a known probabil-
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ity distribution, the processor can start at a low frequency
(and voltage). If one instance requires fewer cycles,
energy is saved because of the lower voltage. If the
instance requires more cycles, the processor’s frequency
gradually rises to ensure that the instance can finish
before the deadline. This approach is called accelerating
frequencies. Lorch et al. [10] and Gruian [7] first use
accelerating frequencies for intra-task scheduling. Xu et
al. [22] consider bounded discrete frequencies. Yuan et
al. [24] combine accelerating frequencies with soft real-
time constraints for multimedia applications. Xian et al.
[21] use accelerating frequencies for multiple tasks by
integrating intra-task and inter-task voltage scheduling.

Suppose a task demands at most W cycles and the
distribution of the cycles is expressed by the cumulative
distribution function (CDF ). The probability that the ith

cycle is needed is P (i) = 1−CDF (i−1). Note that P is
non-increasing because CDF is non-decreasing. Since
a task may demand millions of cycles, it is impractical
to store the distribution in individual cycles. Thus, we
partition [0,W ] into M bins and each bin contains b

cycles (b = dW
M
e). The CDF is then a function of

the bins. The probability that the jth bin is needed is
P (j) = 1 − CDF (j − 1). The frequency assigned to
the jth bin is fj and the execution time for this bin is
b
fj

. The processor’s power is proportional to v2f and
v ∝ f (here v is the voltage). The energy for this bin is
(v2

j fj)×
b
fj

∝ bf2
j . The expected energy consumption for

this bin is proportional to the product of the energy and
the probability: bf2

j P (j). Suppose the task is released
at time zero and the deadline is t. The goal is to find a
schedule {f1, f2, ..., fM} to minimize the total expected
energy. This is formulated as follows.

minimize
∑

1≤j≤M

bf2
j P (j) (1)

subject to
∑

1≤j≤M

b

fj

≤ t (2)

Based on earlier studies [10], [22], [24], the optimal
solutions can be obtained by assigning fj :

fj =

M
∑

i=1

b 3

√

P (i)

t 3

√

P (j)
(3)

B. Energy Conservation for Mobile Robots

Batteries are often used to provide power for mobile
robots; however, they are heavy to carry and have limited
energy capacity. A Honda humanoid robot can walk for
only 30 minutes [1]. Rybski et al. [17] show that power
consumption is one of the major issues in robot design.

Sun et al. [19] present an algorithm for finding energy
efficient paths. Yamasaki et al. [23] present an energy-
efficient walk generation algorithm for a humanoid robot.
A case study [12] shows that motor power is less than
50% of the total power in a mobile robot. Hence, the
power for electronic components cannot be ignored. In
recent years, small robots have been studied for sensing
[2], [3], [5], [18]. Energy-efficiency is also a concern for
these robots.

C. Contributions

Even though DVS and energy conservation for mo-
bile robots have been studied, the close interaction
between computation and motion remains unexplored.
Specifically, we make the following contributions in this
paper: (a) We consider a real-time system in which
the deadline is determined by the interaction between
two components: processor and motor. (b) We formulate
an optimization problem to reduce the overall energy
consumption. (c) We present a probabilistic solution to
find the processor’s frequency and the motor’s speed.

III. FREQUENCY AND SPEED SCHEDULING

This section presents our approach for energy con-
servation of a mobile robot by adjusting the robot’s
processor frequency and the motor’s speed. We use a
motivating example to illustrate the important concept
and then formulate the problem as probabilistic non-
linear optimization.

A. Motivating Example

As a simple example, suppose the total power of a
robot’s motor is s2 +s+1 at speed s meters per second.
Here, the constant 1 is used to model the DC loss of the
motor. The processor’s power consumption is f 3 + 1 at
frequency f MHz and a constant leakage power of 1.
Suppose the robot has to travel along a road. The road
contains signs indicating whether the robot can pass or
has to stop. The signs do not change (unlike traffic lights)
and the minimum distance between two adjacent signs
is 100 meters. Even though the distance between signs
may be larger than 100 meters, the robot must recognize
the distance to the sign by the time it has traveled the
minimum distance to prevent crossing a stop sign. If the
robot does not to recognize the sign in time, the robot
may collide with the sign and fail.

We define the optimal speed as the speed to consume
the minimum energy per unit distance. Suppose the
minimum distance between signs is d. The time to
cross this distance is d

s
. The total energy consumption
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Fig. 1. Processor and motor scaling schedule assuming a constant
motor speed in (a) and (b). Processor and motor scaling schedule if
the motor speed is allowed to change in (c) and (d).

is (s2 + s + 1)d
s

and the energy per unit distance is
s2+s+1

s
= s + 1 + 1

s
. Thus, the optimal speed is 1

meter per second. If the robot moves at this speed, it
takes 100 seconds to reach the next sign. The worst-case
execution cycle is 150 million cycles so the processor has
to operate at 1.5 MHz to ensure recognizing every sign in
time. The total energy consumed by the motor at s = 1
is 3 × 100 = 300 J. The total energy consumed by the
processor at f = 1.5 MHz is (f3+1) cycles

f
= 4.38×100

= 438 J. The overall energy is 738 J to cross the
minimum distance between two signs.

If we consider the power of the motor and the pro-
cessor simultaneously, we can reformulate the problem
as follows. The time to cross the distance is 100

s
at

speed s. The processor has to operate at 1.5s MHz to
meet the deadline. The total energy is 100

s
× {(s2 + s +

1) + [(1.5s)3 + 1]}. The minimum energy occurs when
s ≈ 0.62 and the overall energy consumption is 614 J, or
a 17% reduction from 738 J. This shows the importance
of considering both frequency and speed simultaneously.

We consider a further extension of this example. The
computation cycles vary due to the scene complexity
surrounding the signs: Among all signs, 30% require
only 50 million cycles, 40% for 100 million cycles, and
the remaining 30% for 150 million cycles. The proba-
bility can be expressed in the following way. The first
50 million cycles are always needed so the probability
is 100%. The second 50 million cycles are needed with
probability 70%. Finally, the last 50 million cycles are
needed only 30%. With this additional information, we
can compute the expected, rather than the worst-case,
energy consumption and still detect the sign in the worst

case. If the motor’s speed is a constant at 1 m/s, the
deadline is 100 seconds. We can adopt the strategy with
accelerating frequencies explained in Section II-A as
shown in Figures 1 (a) and (b). The overall system
saves energy in average cases because most tasks need
only 50 or 100 million cycles. Meanwhile, the system
still meets the deadline in the worst cases by using a
higher frequency when needed. This requires expected
energy consumption of 611 J, less than 1% reduction
from 614 J. We can accelerate the processor’s frequency
and simultaneously decelerate the motor’s speed and
save more energy, as shown in Figures 1 (c) and (d). By
decreasing the motor’s speed, the processor’s frequency
does not have to rise significantly, and system’s expected
energy is reduced. This approach can further reduce the
expected energy to 529 J, or 14%. The following sections
will explain how to determine the frequency and the
speed simultaneously to achieve better energy savings.

B. Problem Formulation

The minimum distance between two signs is a known
constant, D. The maximum number of cycles needed for
recognition is W and is divided into n bins. Each bin
has b = dW

n
e cycles. We use P (i) to represent the prob-

ability that the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ n) bin of cycles is needed.
As defined in Section II-A, P (i) = 1−CDF (i−1) and
P (i) ≥ P (i + 1). The processor operates at frequency
fi for the ith bin. When the processor is computing for
the ith bin, the robot moves at speed si. The execution
time for the ith bin is b

fi
. The distance traveled during

this time is di = si
b
fi

. The timing constraint is that the
processor has to finish the computation of all bins before
the robot crosses the distance of D. In other words, the
sum of di cannot exceed D:

n
∑

i=1

di ≤ D ⇒

n
∑

i=1

bsi

fi

≤ D (4)

Let α(fi) be the power consumption of the processor
at frequency fi when voltage scaling is also applied.
When the processor finishes the task, the processor’s
frequency can be reduced to zero. In this case, the
processor consumes static power α(0). Let β(si) be
the power consumption of the motor at speed si. The
expected energy for crossing the distance is the sum of
the processor’s energy and the motor’s energy over all
bins. The energy consumed can be divided into two parts:
(i) when the processor is still computing, and (ii) when
all computation has finished.

When the ith bin is being computed, the processor
consumes power α(fi) and the motor consume power
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β(si). The duration of this bin is b
fi

, and this occurs
with probability P (i). Therefore, the expected energy is

n
∑

i=1

P (i)b

fi

(α(fi) + β(si)) (5)

To compute the energy in (ii), we first determine the
distance the robot has traveled while the processor is
computing. The total expected distance is

n
∑

i=1

bP (i)si

fi
and

the remaining distance is D −
n
∑

i=1

bP (i)si

fi
. When the

robot is traveling through this remaining distance, the
processor is turned off and consumes power α(0). Let
so be the speed for the remaining distance. The time
to cross this distance is 1

so
(D −

n
∑

i=1

bP (i)si

fi
). Hence, the

total expected energy is

1

so

(D −
n

∑

i=1

bP (i)si

fi

)[α(0) + β(so)] (6)

The optimization problem is to find the values of fi,
si, and so for minimizing the sum of (5) and (6), with
the constraint in (4).

min
n
∑

i=1

P (i)b
fi

(α(fi) + β(si))+

1
so

(D −
n
∑

i=1

bP (i)si

fi
)[α(0) + β(so)]

(7)

C. Frequency and Speed Assignment
Our solution uses accelerating frequencies (fi ≤ fi+1,

1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) and decelerating speeds (si ≥ si+1).
To find the initial values for f1 and s1, we examine
the schedulability of the problem using the constraint
of inequality (4). The initial value of f1 is the lowest
frequency to satisfy (4) when all si’s are assigned the
lowest speed. Similarly, the initial value of s1 is the
highest speed to satisfy (4) when all fi’s are assigned
the highest frequency. If f1 exceeds the highest available
frequency or s1 is below the minimum available speed,
no solution can be found. After finding the initial values
for f1 and s1, we enumerate all feasible solutions and
find the schedule that provides the minimum expected
energy and meets the constraint in (4). Experimental data
indicate that energy savings saturate when the number of
bins (n) exceeds four. For a small value of n, it takes
only several minutes on a modern computer to find the
optimal schedule. Since the schedule can be calculated
off-line, the time to find the optimal schedule is not a
concern.

TABLE I
XSCALE’S FREQUENCY/VOLTAGE AND POWER.

Frequency(MHz) 150 400 600 800 1000
Voltage(V) 0.75 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.8
Power(mW) 80 170 400 900 1600
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Fig. 2. Power efficiency of a robot at different speeds.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup

We use the voltage/frequency settings of the Intel
XScale processor [22] with five discrete frequency set-
tings. Their associated power consumption is shown in
Table I. The motor power is from the measurements
performed by Mei et al. [13] shown in Figure 2. We limit
the motor’s speed between 0.5 m/s and 5 m/s with 0.5
m/s as the step size, and assume the minimum distance
to travel is 500 meters.

Four benchmarks are used. The first three bench-
marks are ”synthetic” benchmarks with distributions of
uniform, Gaussian, and exponential functions. These
synthetic workloads have worst-case execution cycles
(WCEC) of 100 billion cycles. For the uniform distribu-
tion, the actual number of needed cycles is between 0 and
WCEC. For the Gaussian distribution, the mean is half
WCEC and the standard deviation is a quarter WCEC.
For the exponential distribution, the mean is a quarter
WCEC. The distributions are normalized after removing
the negative cycles and the cycles above WCEC.

The last benchmark is image correspondence used for
stereovision [16]. Pairs of stereovision images are taken
from the image database of the city of West Lafayette
and Indianapolis in the state of Indiana [6]. Figure 3
shows the distribution of the needed cycles for running
the correspondence programs on 700 pairs of images.
Note that there is great potential for energy savings as
the probability of the WCEC is only 0.14%.

We compare our approach with three other methods.
The first uses a constant frequency and a constant speed.
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Fig. 4. Normalized energy consumption from the set of the three
synthetic tasks with uniform, Gaussian, and exponential distributions,
and the stereovision benchmark, respectively. The four methods use
either constant frequencies (CF) or accelerating frequencies (AF), and
constant speeds (CS) or decelerating speeds (DS).

The frequency and the speed are selected from the
discrete settings such that they minimize the total energy
consumption and satisfy the constraint. In the synthetic
distributions, a search results in the optimal energy
consumption solution which meets the constraint is to set
the frequency to 400 MHz and the speed to 1.5 m/s. The
second method uses a constant speed and accelerating
frequencies. The third method uses a constant frequency
and decelerating motor speeds. The processor frequency
is set to the middle frequency setting of the processor,
600 MHz. The fourth uses both accelerating frequencies
and decelerating speeds; this is the method proposed in
this paper.

B. Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows the relative energy consumption of the
four methods for the four benchmarks. All numbers are
normalized related to the first method with a constant
frequency and a constant speed. As can be seen in
this figure, our method can save 20% to 50% energy
compared with the first method in the four benchmarks.
Compared with the second and the third methods, our
method can save an additional 7% to 15% energy. These
results are generated using 10 bins.

The exponential distributions show the greatest poten-
tial for savings as compared with the constant frequency
and the constant motor speed schedule. In an exponential
distribution, the task finishes quickly more often, and
has a low probability of finishing near the WCEC. We
can see the potential for reducing the expected energy
as opposed to WCEC scheduling. In the stereovision
distribution, the energy savings is not as high as the
exponential distribution because no task finishes before
2
3 ∗ WCEC cycles in the 700 pairs of images. The
algorithm requires certain processing steps to compute
regardless of the complexity of the images. Our method
still saves energy over the constant frequency and con-
stant motor speed scheduling.

Figure 5 shows the energy consumption for a growing
number of bins. This figure indicates that energy con-
sumption decreases as the number of bins grows because
more frequencies and speeds can be used. The figure
also indicates that the energy consumption begins to
stabilize as the number of bins exceeds four. In other
words, a large number of bins may not provide a sig-
nificant amount of additional savings. For the simulated
distributions, the percent change from four bins to five
bins drops below 2.5%, and continues to decrease as the
number of bins increases. It should be noted that with the
stereovision distribution, the energy actually increases in
some cases. This is due to the division of the PDF into a
relatively small number of bins. Some of the areas with
high probability are divided in some sizes of n, resulting
in an increased expected energy. However, energy is still
reduced from the extreme case of one bin. Because of
the small number of bins used to compute the frequency
and the speed schedule, our method can be applied to
practical systems. Even though our method may have
exponential computation time, our method computes the
schedule only once offline. Therefore, the overhead is
only experienced once prior to runtime.

V. CONCLUSION

We present a method to simultaneously scale proces-
sor frequencies and motor speeds for autonomous robots
with hard deadlines. We formulate the problem as an
optimization problem, and we present a solution in this
paper. A probability distribution of the number of cycles
required for stereovision distance calculation is used for
our simulations. Our experimental results show that we
achieve energy savings from 7% to 15% more than
only scaling processor frequency. These results can be
achieved through the calculation of an optimal schedule
off-line.
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